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Abstract:
Introduction: The optimal management of prostate cancer (PCa) patients with lymph
node invasion (LNI) at radical prostatectomy (RP) and pelvic lymph node dissection
(PLND) still remains unclear.
Objective: To assess the effectiveness of postoperative treatment strategies for
pathologically node-positive PCa patients. The secondary aim was to identify the most
relevant prognostic factors to guide the management of pN1 patients.
Evidence Acquisition: A systematic review was performed in January 2020 using
Medline, Embase and other databases. A total of 5,063 articles were screened and 26
studies including 12,537 men were selected for data synthesis and included in the
current review according to the PRISMA recommendations.
Evidence Synthesis: Ten-year biochemical recurrence (BCR)-, clinical recurrence
(CR)-, cancer-specific (CSS)- and overall (OS)- survival rates ranged from 28% to
56%, 70% to 92%, 72% to 98% and 60% to 87.6%, respectively. A total of 7, 5, and 6
studies assessed the oncologic outcomes of observation, adjuvant radiotherapy (aRT)
or adjuvant androgen-deprivation (ADT), respectively. Initial observation followed by
salvage therapies at the time of recurrence represents a safe option in selected
patients with low disease burden. The use of aRT with or without ADT might improve
survival in men with locally advanced disease and a higher number of positive nodes.
Risk stratification according to pathological Gleason score, the number of positive
nodes, pathological stage and surgical margins status is key for risk stratification and
selection of the optimal postoperative therapy. Limitations of this systematic review
are the retrospective design of the studies included and the lack of data on adverse
events.
Conclusions: While the majority of men with pN1 disease would experience BCR
after surgery, long-term disease-free survival has been reported in selected patients.
Management options to improve oncologic outcomes include observation vs. adjuvant
therapies such as aRT and/or ADT. Disease characteristics should be used to select
the optimal postoperative management for pN1 PCa patients.
Patient Summary: Finding nodes positive prostate cancer after a radical
prostatectomy often leads to high post-operative prostate specific antigen levels and
is overall a poor prognostic factor. However, this does not necessarily translate into
poor survival for all men. Management can be tailored to the severity of disease and
options include observation, androgen deprivation therapy or radiotherapy.

1. Introduction
Up to 15% of contemporary patients affected by clinically localized prostate cancer
(PCa) harbor lymph node invasion (LNI) at final pathology after radical prostatectomy
(RP) and pelvic lymph node dissection (PLND) [1]. The presence of LNI represents
one of the most important prognostic factors for recurrence and cancer-specific
mortality, where pN1 patients have a worse prognosis as compared to their
counterparts with node-negative disease [2]. Nonetheless, the optimal management
for node positive patients still remains unclear. The presence of LNI at final pathology
represented an exclusion criteria in recent randomized trials (RCTs) aimed at
assessing the role of postoperative radiotherapy (RT) in patients with adverse disease
characteristics at RP [3]. Moreover, although a RCT specifically designed in the pN1
setting demonstrated that immediate androgen deprivation therapy (aADT) might be
associated with a survival benefit, its results might not be generalizable to
contemporary pN1 patients due to the inclusion of patients diagnosed in the pre-PSA
era with high nodal burden [4,5]. Finally, despite the fact that all patients with LNI are
categorized as pN1 regardless of the number and location of positive nodes according
to the TNM classification, the long-term prognosis of this group is highly
heterogeneous and varies significantly according to disease characteristics [6–13].
This, in turn, might have important implications for the selection of the most optimal
postoperative management strategy.
Given the lack of level-1 evidence applicable to contemporary patients, we performed
a systematic review of the available literature to summarize the evidence on the
management of pN1 PCa patients at RP and PLND and to determine their optimal
postoperative management. Moreover, we sought to assess prognostic factors that
should guide multimodal management of PCa patients with pN1 disease after surgery.

2. Methods
An ‘a priori’ protocol was submitted to PROSPERO for registration on the 16th of
November 2019 (Receipt Number: 158801). The protocol is provided as a
supplementary file. Study objectives were framed according to the PICO criteria. Our
primary aim was to investigate the optimal management of non-metastatic PCa
patients with pN1 disease at RP and PLND by assessing oncological outcomes
according to different treatment modalities. Secondary aims were to identify relevant

prognostic factors and risk categories/models to guide the management of pN1
patients.
A systematic web search was performed according to the Preferred Reporting Items
for Systematic Reviews and Meta-analyses (PRISMA) guidelines on January 28th
2020 through the Ovid platform with no time restrictions using AMED (Allied and
Complementary Medicine), HMIC (Health Management Information Consortium),
Embase and Medline. The terms ‘’pN1’’, ‘’pN+’’ and (‘’positive’’ AND ‘’lymph node’’)
were pooled together with the boolean operator OR. Results were then pooled
together with the terms ‘’prostate cancer’’ and ‘’radical prostatectomy’’ using the
boolean operator AND. Web Search was implemented by manual search (authors
consultation and references of web-search included articles). Two authors (G.M. and
G.G.) independently screened all items. Disagreements were resolved through
consensus or by consultation with a third author (M.V.).
Full-text publications in English were considered. The study population comprised
male patients with histologically proven PCa and LNI at final pathology. The treatment
options of interest included observation with or without salvage therapies, adjuvant RT
(aRT) and/or ADT or other systemic therapies after surgery. The primary outcome was
cancer-specific (CSS) survival. Secondary outcomes were represented by
biochemical recurrence (BCR)-, clinical recurrence (CR)-, and overall survival (OS).
We included RCTs and prospective series with more than 50 cases without
restrictions. Retrospective series were included if: i) included ≥100 patients with pN1
disease pathologically proven following RP and PLND; ii) provided at least details on
PLND type being performed or number of nodes removed; iii) included non-metastatic
patients; iv) reported oncological outcomes of pN1 patients according to different
treatment strategies or the role of prognostic factors assessed at multivariate analysis
adjusted for treatment strategy. Retrospective studies were excluded if: i) included
only cN+ patients; ii) did not provide baseline features of the pN1 group; iii) did not
specify the exclusion of metastatic patients from the study cohort; iv) assessed the
role of salvage RP or salvage lymphadenectomy; v) reported early outcomes of series
being updated at a later time without providing additional information (studies using
the

same

cohort

of

previously

included

works

but

providing

additional

analysis/information were included).
Risk of bias and study quality was assessed according to EAU recommendations for
performing systematic reviews and meta-analysis [14]. The Cochrane risk of bias

assessment tool V2.0 was used for RCTs and the Quality Appraisal tool for case series
using a Modified Delphi technique for retrospective studies [15], as previously
performed [16]. Complications were classified according to Clavien-Dindo and
adhering to EAU Guidelines on complications [17]. Data extraction form is provided in
Supplementary Material 1.

3. Results
3.1 Features of studies included in the systematic review
The PRISMA flowchart is depicted in Figure 1. We included 26 studies (n=23
retrospective series and n=3 RCTs) reporting results of 12,537 patients undergoing
RP and PLND between 1982 and 2017 (Table 1). Five institutions included the same
cohorts in multiple studies, with three institutions providing patients in 11, 6 and 4
studies respectively (Supplementary Material 2). When excluding multiple entry data,
the actual number of patients assessed was 4,067. Only two studies used a nomogram
to select patients for PLND at the time of surgery [18,19]. Nine series did not specify
the imaging modality used for patient selection and/or follow up, 12 used different
combinations of bone scan, abdominopelvic CT and/or MRI and/or US, and chest-Xray. Five series used PET-choline (only one study detailed the exact number of men
undergoing PET/CT-choline [20]). Among the fourteen studies including adjuvant RT
as a treatment option, seven performed concomitant lifelong adjuvant ADT whilst
seven did not specify adjuvant ADT duration. Cancer-specific and overall
survival/mortality were primary outcomes in 16 and 13 studies, respectively.
Metastasis free survival (MFS), included as primary outcome in 5 studies, was
assessed through imaging confirmation in 12 studies whilst 14 did not specify the
criteria used. Biochemical recurrence (BCR) was primary endpoint in 13 studies and
was defined using different cut-off values (>0.2ng/mL in n=12, >0.4ng/mL in n=4, >0.1
in n=1, depending on the year of surgery n=1 or not specifying any n=8, respectively).
Quality of the studies and risk of bias assessment is displayed in Table 2. None of the
included studies detailed complications/side effects of adjuvant/salvage treatments.

3.2 Patients’ Features
Overall baseline and pathological features of 22 cohorts (n=26 studies) are shown in
Table 3. Fifteen studies described the type of PLND, with extended or standard PLND
being used in thirteen. Only two cohorts [21,22] did not report the number of nodes

removed, which was always ≥10 in the remaining studies with the exception of Cai et
al. (mean of 5.2 nodes removed) [23]. The median number of positive nodes was
reported in fifteen cohorts and was 3 and 2 in one and seven series respectively, and
lower in the remaining cohorts. All series had a median age <68 years old with the
exception of one reporting a mean age of 72.6 years [23]. Pre-operative PSA was
>15ng/mL in three series [4,5,24,25]. Of twenty cohorts detailing pathological Gleason
score 4,339 on 10,205 men (42.5%) had Gleason score ≥8. Of eighteen series
detailing pathologic stage, 6,752 on 9,698 patients (69.6%) had ≥pT3b stage. In the
nineteen series detailing margin status 5,363 on 10,108 men (53.0%) had positive
margins. Median follow up ranged from 16.1 months [26] to 17.6 years [10] with 5
series having a follow up <50 months.

3.3 Randomized controlled trials
Messing and colleagues randomized 98 patients with LNI at RP either to immediate
ADT or observation. Men undergoing observation received salvage treatment when
experiencing local and/or distant progression. The study did not achieve the planned
sample size of n=220 patients and was closed due to accrual issues related to PSA
introduction in clinical practice. At a median follow-up of 11.9 years, progression-free
survival (53.2% vs. 13.7%, p<0.001), CSS (85% vs. 51%, p<0.001) and overall
survival (64% vs. 45%, p=0.04) were higher in the ADT arm compared to observation
[4,5]. Another RCT investigated the use of mitoxantrone in addition to ADT for highrisk PCa and detailed results for the subgroup of patients having pN1 disease. No
survival advantages were noted for pN1 patients included in the mitoxantrone arm
compared to those managed with ADT alone (10-year OS: 81% in both arms).
Moreover, the trial was prematurely closed due to safety issues as mitoxantrone
increased the risk of leukemia and other malignancies [21]. Adverse events and
baseline features of pN1 patients were not separately reported.

3.4 Retrospective Series
3.4.1 Prognostic Factors
Seventeen studies performed multivariate analysis to assess prognostic factors in pN1
patients (Table 4). Eleven [8,10,31,23–30], two [11,32] six [8,10,20,24,25,28], thirteen
[7,10,33–35,11,18,20,24,25,27,29,32] and six [7,18,27,29,33,34] investigations
evaluated prognostic factors for BCR, clinical recurrence, MFS, CSS and overall

survival respectively. Apart for one study [26], age was not a significant predictor of
any oncological outcomes whilst three on five studies evaluating its impact on overall
survival found an association with elderly age [10,27,33]. PSA values were marginally
associated with oncological outcomes [8,24–26] with the exception of one
investigation reporting worse CSS for individuals with PSA levels higher than 40ng/mL
[18]. Only about half of the series assessing pathologic stage reported a correlation
between this covariate and oncologic outcomes. Conversely, all the three studies
[10,18,33] investigating the association between stage and overall survival failed to
show a significant impact. Five out of eight studies confirmed an association between
positive margins and BCR. However, surgical margins were not associated with
stronger oncologic outcomes such as metastases-free survival. Four out of nine and
two out of four series did not show significant correlations between margin status and
CSS or overall survival. Conversely, almost all available series recorded an
association between pathological Gleason score and the risk of BCR (9/10), clinical
(1/1) or systemic (5/6) recurrence, CSS (12/12) and overall mortality (4/6). The number
of positive nodes was associated with BCR, clinical and systemic recurrence in four
out of eight, two out of two and three out of five series, respectively. Almost all (6/7)
series found association between the number of positive nodes and cancer-related
deaths. Only one out of three studies reported an association between this variable
and overall survival [33]. One study proposed that a higher number of removed nodes
was associated with improved CSS [35]. However, none of the remaining five series
assessing the prognostic value of this variable reported an association with
oncological or survival outcomes [10,20,25,27,33]. Amongst other factors, year of
surgery [25,27,28,33,35], extranodal extension [26] and the side of LNI were not
reported as significant predictors of oncologic outcomes. Conversely, positive
associations were described for the size of nodal metastases [26,29,34] with BCR and
survival; for nodal lymphovascular invasion [31] with BCR; for PSA persistence [32]
with clinical recurrence and CSM.
Two series investigated prognostic factors in node positive patients experiencing CR
and reported that men experiencing skeletal and visceral recurrences had worse CSS
compared to their counterparts with a first metastasis in other sites (i.e., the lymph
nodes) [11,20]. This applied also when considering multiple vs. single and early vs.
late recurrences [11]. Shorter time between surgery and BCR and receiving a PET/CT-

choline also represented independent predictors of clinical and systemic recurrence
[20].

3.4.2 Risk stratification according to multivariable models
Four studies developed five different models, one for overall survival and four for CSS
[7,9,10,33] whilst another cohort was used for external validation of a CSS prediction
nomogram [19] (Supplementary material 3). Two institutions included patients in four
and three of these studies, respectively. Two additional studies developed models to
predict BCR [8,26]. Abdollah and colleagues built different models based on a single
cohort of 1,107 cases to predict CSS at 8 and 10 years in pN1 patients [7,33]. In their
first study, a regression tree analysis was used to identify five risk groups (based on
positive nodes, Gleason score, pathologic stage and margins) to predict the risk of
dying from PCa itself. In the second work, two nomograms were developed, one for
the overall population and another for those experiencing BCR with discrimination
accuracies of 79.5% and 83.3% respectively [33]. The nomogram based on the overall
population has been externally and independently validated in a multi-institutional
cohort showing predictive accuracy inferior to what obtained at internal validation
(65.8% vs. 79.5%, respectively). The reason for such a discrepancy might reside in
differences amongst the development and validation cohorts related to the length of
follow-up, the use of adjuvant therapies and disease characteristics. Despite the
suboptimal calibration, the use of the nomogram was associated with a net benefit at
decision curve analysis [19].
Longer term CSS was assessed by a single center series, which defined a risk-score
to determine low-, intermediate- and high-risk CSM categories using Gleason score,
margin status and the use of aRT. This classification stratified patients in three groups
with 20-year CSM rates of 19.1% vs. 34% vs. 46% for low-, intermediate- and highrisk, respectively [10]. Other authors developed different models to predict short term
BCR (median follow up of 16.1 months) based on 484 patients with the final model
also including extranodal extension and largest node metastases size [26]. Finally,
Touijer et al.[8] estimated the conditional BCR-free probability depending on the
number of years free from BCR from RP in men undergoing observation and reported
that the 10-years BCR free probability ranged from 49% to 81% for those not recurring
within the first and fifth year after RP, respectively.

3.4.3 Postoperative management options
Observation
Table 4 depicts the oncological outcomes of node positive patients according to the
management strategy. Six series (n=7 studies) reported the outcomes of 1,377
patients managed with observation following RP and PLND. In three series
observation mainly consisted of periodical follow-up until BCR (defined as PSA values
>0.2ng/mL), when patients were offered salvage treatments such as ADT and/or RT
[8,24,28] whilst in the other three cohorts the authors did not specify criteria for salvage
treatments [36] or offered salvage options in case of clinical [30] or symptomatic [29]
progression, respectively. Overall, BCR was experienced by 62% of the patients with
reported BCR-free survival rates ranging from 43% at 4 years [28] to 28% at 10 years
[8]. Cancer-related and overall deaths were reported in 12.2% and 21.2% of patients
respectively with CSS rates ranging from 78% at 5 years to 72% at 10 years and OS
from 75% at 5 years to 60% at 10 years.

Baseline features of patients in the

observation group are depicted in Supplementary Material 4. The majority of patients
managed with initial observation after surgery had favorable disease characteristics,
where 63% of them had only one positive node. Moreover, pathologic Gleason score
<8 and negative surgical margins were reported in 64% and 62.5% of the cases,
respectively.

Adjuvant Radiotherapy with/without adjuvant ADT
Four series (n=5 studies) reported results for aRT (n=1,271 men) with (n=958) or
without (n=100) concomitant ADT, whereas for 213 patients the authors did not specify
if concomitant ADT was used [7,19,22,28,33]. All individuals included in these cohorts
received whole pelvis aRT which included the prostatic bed and pelvic nodes. BCR
was not reported whereas one series detailed CR-free survival [22]. Cancer-specific
survival (n=3 series) ranged from 72.4% at 8 years to 86.7%-98% at 10 years. Overall
survival ranged from 81% to 87.6% at 10 years [7,19,22,33]. Patients undergoing aRT
generally showed more aggressive features compared to the observation group; 3 or
more positive nodes were present in 30.1% and the majority had Gleason Score ≥8
(53.3%), pT3b (66.3%) and positive margins (66.8%) (Supplementary Material 4).

Adjuvant Androgen Deprivation Therapy

Adjuvant ADT results were reported by five retrospective series (n=6 studies) including
1,319 men [7,19,23,28,31,33]. Biochemical recurrence-free survival ranged from 61%
at 5 years to 56% at 10 years [7,19,31,33]. No studies detailed CR or metastases-free
survival and only two series 8 and 10 years CSS being 69% and 82.3% respectively
[7,19,33]. The sole group reporting overall survival described an 8 years rate of 75.1%
[7,33]. Patients undergoing aADT alone typically had aggressive disease
characteristics with 3 or more positive nodes in 39% of the cases.

Comparative studies
Three series compared aRT+/-ADT vs. ADT alone. One study compared initial
observation (n=505, n=258 receiving sRT after BCR) vs. aRT ± ADT and reported
inferior BCR- and metastases-free survival rates in men managed with initial
observation compared to aRT. These results were confirmed after propensity score
matching [28]. When considering CSS (n=2 series), one study reported that aRT was
not characterized by better CSS rates at univariable analyses. However, when
performing multivariate analysis, ADT alone showed a significant increased risk of
CSM compared to aRT with ADT (OR 2.72, 95% CI 1.62-4.55, p<0.001) [7,33]. Other
series failed to show advantages associated with the use of aRT, where similar CSS
rates were reported (8 year CSS ADT 69% vs. 72.4% for ADT vs. aRT, respectively
[19]; 10 year CSS 82.3% vs. 86.7% for ADT vs. aRT, respectively [7,33]) [19].
Several authors proposed that the benefits of aRT with or without concomitant ADT
might differ according to disease characteristics. Abdollah et al. [7] developed risk
categories for CSM and reported that aRT with ADT was associated with improved
CSS and OS rates only in men with intermediate-risk (namely, patients with two or
fewer positive nodes, Gleason score 7 to 10, and pT3b/pT4 or positive margins; HR
0.30 – 95% CI 0.14-0.64; p=0.002 and HR 0.42, 95% CI 0.25-0.70, p=0.001,
respectively), and high-risk (namely, patients with 3 to 4 positive nodes; HR 0.21 95%
CI 0.06-0.79; p=0.02 and HR 0.32, 95% CI 0.12-0.83, p=0.02, respectively) disease
and not in the remaining ones. These results were externally validated in a cohort of
n=3,158 pN1 patients included in the SEER registry [7]. Similarly, Touijer et al.
reported that in their series of 1,338 node positive patients aRT with ADT was
associated with improved overall survival as compared to ADT alone or observation.
However, the magnitude of the effect of aRT with ADT compared to observation or
ADT alone on survival varied according to individual disease features. In this context,

the authors developed a 0 to 8 score and reported that higher risk patients were the
ones who were more likely to benefit from aRT as compared to men at lower risk of
mortality according to disease characteristics (i.e., 0 points=10 year overall mortality
17.0% without aRT vs. 12.3% with ADT+aRT: 4.7% gain; 8 points=10 year overall
mortality 71.1% without vs. 31.3% with aADT+aRT: +39.8% gain) [9].
Finally, one study recently assessed the need for adding ADT to aRT in a series of
372 node positive patients. When comparing aRT with ADT vs. aRT alone, no
significant differences were found in CSS, overall survival and clinical progression,
even when performing matched pair and sensitivity analysis. These results were
confirmed at multivariable analyses and question the effectiveness of concomitant
ADT at the time of aRT [22].

4. Discussion
Although a substantial proportion of PCa patients treated with RP and PLND for
clinically localized PCa eventually harbor a node positive disease at final pathology,
the optimal postoperative management of these men is still unknown. Hence, we
performed a systematic review to investigate the optimal management of pN1 patients
at RP and PLND according to disease features.
Our findings are several-fold. First, a non-negligible proportion of men would
experience long-term disease-free survival even when managed without additional
cancer therapies. For example, retrospective series reported that up to one out of three
patients managed with initial observation would not experience BCR at 10-year followup. Moreover, the 10-year CSS and OS rates exceeded 70% for selected nodepositive patients with favorable features. Taken together, these findings highlight that
selected men with node positive disease should not be considered as affected by a
systemic disease and a close follow-up based on PSA testing can represent a safe
option. Nonetheless, it should be noted that the majority of pN1 patients typically
harbor other aggressive characteristics at final pathology such as seminal vesicles
invasion, Gleason score ≥8 and positive surgical margins. All these factors yield an
increased risk of worse oncological outcomes per se [37–39]. Within this high-risk
context, survival rates do not markedly differ compared to previous reports focused on
node negative patients with locally aggressive disease [40] and are higher compared
to what reported for men with oligometastatic PCa treated with RP [41].

Second, pN1 PCa represents a multifaceted group rather than a single entity [7].
Amongst the numerous clinical and/or pathological variables of pN1 patients
investigated in the included studies, Gleason score and number of positive nodes
seem the most relevant for the identification of men more likely to experience CSS
and overall survival. Similarly, pathological stage and surgical margins may have a
prognostic value in a pN1 context. Four different studies developed cancer-specific or
overall survival prognostic models. Overall, the results of these series clearly confirm
the heterogeneity of pN1 PCa, where not all node positive patients may be affected
by systemic disease. This is particularly true when considering contemporary men with
a low nodal burden. On the other hand, in these individuals the risk of disease
progression might be driven by the presence of aggressive disease features at the
level of the prostate. As such, adjuvant therapies might play a role to improve
oncologic control. Different strategies have been proposed for the postoperative
management of pN1 PCa patients including observation, aADT and aRT. Although all
these postoperative seem to yield acceptable outcomes, patient selection is key to
optimize oncologic results. For example, the majority of series assessing oncologic
outcomes of initial observation in pN1 patients include well-selected patients with a
Gleason score <8 and a low number of positive nodes. Conversely, available evidence
does not support the use of initial observation in men with a high nodal burden or more
aggressive disease features at final pathology [8]. The potential role of immediate ADT
after surgery has been tested in a randomized controlled trial specifically focused on
pN1 patients [4]. However, the results of this study are hardly applicable to
contemporary patients due to differences in the nodal burden, use of PSA as well as
timing of salvage. In line with these thoughts, more recent retrospective series
investigating observation versus ADT did not report any marked differences in
oncologic outcomes [9,28]. Finally, aRT has been proposed to improve survival in pN1
patients with a relatively low nodal burden and aggressive pathologic disease features
at the level of the prostate. When delivered to properly selected patients, this treatment
option achieved long-term disease-free survival in up to half of them. Moreover, less
than one on four men experiences cancer or other cause-related-death at 10-year
follow-up.
From a clinical perspective, current evidence supports treatment choice tailored
according to a risk and patient-adapted strategy to maximize the balance between
oncological control and side effects. Observation followed by salvage treatments might

represent a reasonable upfront option in many patients with a lower risk of recurrence
whilst aRT (prostatic fossa plus pelvis) and/or ADT could be considered in those with
aggressive disease features (Supplementary Figure 1). Recent evidence from RCTs
failed to show a survival benefit of adjuvant versus early salvage RT for high-risk nodenegative PCa patients at the cost of worse functional outcomes and side effects in the
aRT group [3][42]. However, the presence of a node positive disease represented an
exclusion criterion for these trials and further randomized trials are needed to
determine whether these results might be applicable to the pN1 scenario. In the
context of aRT, concomitant aADT duration also lacks of evidence, with the majority
of the studies performing lifelong aADT or not stating its duration, and certainly needs
to be further explored.
Despite our work representing the first systematic review assessing the best
management of pN1 patients, some limitations should be highlighted. First, the level
of evidence is mainly based on retrospective series and with recruitment in the two
available RCTs being stopped early before reaching the planned sample size [4,21].
Second, none of the studies reported adjuvant treatment-related complications and
side effects. Hence, the risk-benefit ratio of adjuvant treatments remains speculative
and cannot be appropriately estimated. Third, many studies derive from few
institutions which used their patients’ cohorts multiple times. When adjusting for
possible patients re-inclusion, all current evidence on pN1 disease is based on
approximately 4,000 men. Fourth, though our search did include for series published
from contemporary practice, it also included series of patients published more than
two decades ago. Staging and selection criteria included PET-Choline sporadically
and none of the series performed pre-operative PET-PSMA. It is noteworthy that none
of the studies evaluated included upfront staging using PSMA-PET. In a first line
setting, increasing PSMA availability may favor a shift towards lower frequency of
positive nodes and, in case of pN1, in lower disease burden; in BCR setting it may
offer improved and quicker information on disease location and may guide the type
and site of adjuvant and/or salvage treatments. Given recent evidence in favor of a
new staging pathway for high-risk PCa, the paradigm of pN1 disease after RP and
LAD will likely be revolutionized in the coming years [43]. Molecular biomarkers and
genomics may also potentially increase risk stratification ability favoring patienttailored approaches for pN1 disease [44,45]. Although none of the available studies
assessing the role of biomarkers in selecting candidates for additional cancer

therapies were specifically developed in cohorts of node-positive patients, Dalela et al
recently showed that the inclusion of the Decipher score in a risk tool aimed at
selecting candidates for adjuvant radiotherapy might improve its accuracy [44].
Therefore, further studies are needed in this setting to better elucidate the role of
biomarkers in patients with pN1 disease
Trials comprising novel staging modalities, biomarkers and assessing new
antiandrogen drugs, including apalutamide and abiraterone acetate, are ongoing
(NCT04134260). These studies will likely further shed light on the management of
patients being found with pN1 after radical prostatectomy.

5. Conclusions
Pathologically positive nodes patients are characterized by aggressive PCa features.
Nonetheless, oncological control and survival rates are promising, with a significant
proportion of patients remaining disease-free. Different management strategies are
available including initial observation, aRT and/or aADT. The choice of these
treatments may be tailored according to prognostic factors and/or risk stratification
tools. Initial observation may be considered for lower risk features, including
undetectable post-operative PSA, less than three positive nodes, negative margins
and non-aggressive histology whilst adjuvant treatment may be undertaken in those
with higher risk features, including PSA persistence, three or more positive nodes,
positive margins and aggressive histology. Importantly, the level of evidence for the
management of pN1 patients is still low and is mainly derived from retrospective
series.
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Table 1. Study Features. **==using the exact same cohort Mayo Clinic; ****=using
the exact same cohort University of Bern; *****=using the exact same cohort San
Raffaele
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and

Mayo
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series;

Information

Provided=reason for study inclusion, including: i) management: providing oncological

outcomes of at least one pN+ patients management strategy; ii) prognostic factors:
providing information on prognostic factors through multivariate analysis including
treatment type in case of series with multiple treatments; iii) Risk Score: providing or
validating (V) models with the aim of predicting oncological outcomes; n RP= number
of total radical prostatectomies performed during accrual years at the Institutions
involved in the study; n pN+ number of pN+ patients deriving from the number of
radical prostatectomies; MFS=metastasis free survival; E=excluded; I=included;
NS=not specified; sRP=salvage radical prostatectomy; aT=any adjuvant treatment;
PSM=positive surgical margins; ^^= >0.3ng/mL before 1994, >0.05ng/mL before 2005
and >0.03ng/mL after 2005; ImageConf=Imaging confirmation; BS + O= Bone scan
plus a combination of other imaging modalities including abdominopelvic CT and/or
US and/or MRI and/or chest X-ray; PET-C= Pet-choline.
Table 2. Risk of Bias and Study Quality Assessment. The Cochrane risk of bias
assessment tool was used for RCTs and the Quality Appraisal tool for case series
using a Modified Delphi technique for retrospective studies [15].
Table 3. Baseline features of included studies. Arms of studies providing baseline
features per treatment subgroup are detailed overall and per treatment arm; ^=
available for 53 patients only, pre-PSA era; Abdollah et al [35] provided details of
treatment arms baseline features but did not provide outcomes per treatment arm and
were thus not included in Table 4. The studies of Messing et al [4,5], Moschini et al
[10,11], Abdollah et al [7,33], Fleischman et al, although being different studies have
been reported only once as they are based on exactly the same patient cohorts. *=all
patients included had biochemical recurrence. Hussain et al [21] did not provide
separate features of pN+ population; ‘=mean (SD); ^=range; §§= all cohort, not
available for the pN+ subgroup only; In case of the same outcome being available at
multiple time periods (i.e. in the same or different series in the same or different
papers), the one with longest follow up/time prediction is reported [7,33], [4,5], [10,11],
[29,34].
Table 4. Prognostic factors analyzed in the included studies.

When more

categories of a single variable are reported in multivariate analysis (e.g. GleasonScore
7 vs 6 and GleasonScore 8 vs 6), the prognostic factor is considered significant if
having at least one statistically significant value. Moschini et al [27] = pT3bN+ patients
only. [24] Mandel et al - one or two positive nodes only. [18]* Schiavina et al= PSA
was significantly associated with worse CSS when >40mg/mL;

[10]=20 years

estimates^^; [8] and [29] and [34] and [30]=Cohorts undergoing observation only; [23]=
all had negative SM; [29] and [34] same patients cohort but with different variables
included in multivariate models. [31]=all patients underwent aADT; Lymphovascular
invasion (LVI)= considered present when tumor cells were found within the lumen of
the blood vessels and/or nodal sinuses ;°°°=2005-20012 vs 1987-1997.
Table 5. Oncological Outcomes. NS=not stated; PD=Physician Discretion;
OS=overall Survival; OD=Overall Deaths; CRFS=clinical recurrence free survival;
CR=Clinical Recurrence; BCR=Biochemical Recurrence; BCRFS= BCR Free
Survival; METS=metastasis; In case of the same outcome being available at multiple
time periods (i.e. in the same or different series in the same or different papers), the
one with longest follow up/time prediction is reported [7,33], [4,5], [29,34]. *=patients
receiving aRT were given concomitant aADT based on physician’s choice/discretion
(number not specified).
Supplementary Material 1. Data extracted from the included studies.
Supplementary Material 2. Included studies by Institution. For institutions involved
in multiple studies, final number of patients was calculated by considering the
maximum number of patients provided by one institution in single center series;
bold=number considered for the final calculation; *=study used to externally validate a
nomogram= for exclusion of patients’ duplicates it was assumed this study did not
include patients from the institutions which developed the nomograms although some
authors are present in both papers (nomogram creation and external nomogram
validation). **=unclear if some patients were from San Raffaele hospital – the study
was excluded in the calculation of the total number of patients without duplicates for
this reason; also, other patients were already enrolled in Bianchi et al.
Supplementary Material 3. Cancer Specific or Overall Survival Nomograms - studies
detailing nomogram creation or validation. *=same patient cohort Cox PHR= Cox
Proportional Hazard Regression; DA=discrimination accuracy; n N+=number of
positive nodes; PSM=Positive Surgical Margins; aRT= adjuvant Radiotherapy;
aADT=adjuvant Androgen Deprivation Therapy; HRS=San Raffaele Hospital, Milan,
Italy; Mayo Clinic= Mayo Clinic, Rochester, MI, US; MSKCC=Memorial Sloan
Kettering Cancer Center, New York, NY, US; CSS= Cancer Specific Survival;
OS=Overall Survival.
Supplementary Material 4. Baseline features summary of patients included in the
studies reporting management of pN1 patients and their outcomes (Table 4). '=range

of median values of the included studies/groups; ''=median number of positive nodes
n=number of studies
Supplementary file. ‘A priori’ study protocol.

Table 4.
Age

BCR
Y

CR

MFS

CSS

OS

0.97 (0.96-0.99) [26]

1.04 (1.02-1.06)

1.04 (1.02-1.06)

1.04 (1.02-1.06)
N

1.000(0.98-1.02) [25]

0.99 (0.96-1.02) [11]

1.00 (0.99-1.01) [10]

0.98 (0.96-1.00) [10]

1.004 (0.95-1.06) [25]

0.97 (0.95-1.00) [25]

1.00 (0.95-1.05) [35]

0.84 (0.27-1.2)

0.98 (0.96-1.00) [10]

<65y.o. [23]

1.00 (0.97-1.02) [27]

0.99 (0.98-1.01) [27]

1.01 (0.98-1.03) [7]

0.97 (0.91–1

1.00 (0.98-1.04) [33]
0.99 (0.96–1.03) [18]
PSA

Y

N

1.02 (1.01-1.03)[24]

0.98 (0.96-0.99) (low

2.29 (1.35-3.88) >40

1.02 (1.01-1.02) [26]

PSA) [8]

[18]*

1.2 (0.91-1.56) >20

1.000 (0.99-1.01) [25]

0.987 (0.97-1.01) [25] 1.00 (1.00-1.00)

[28]

Categorical [28]

0.94 (0.87-1.01) [24] 1.00(1.00-1.00)

1.00 (1.00-1.01) [10]

0.99 (0.97-1.02) [24]

1.00 (0.99-1.01) [35] 1.00 (1.00-1.00)

1.01 (1.00-1.02) [8]

1.00 (1.00-1.00) [10]

1.00 (1.00-1.00) [10] 1.3 (0.37–4.59)

1.33 (0.92-1.67) <10

1.00(1.00-1.00) [27]

[23]

1.00 (0.97-1.13) [33]

1.00 (1.00-1.00) [27]

1.00 (1.00-1.00) [7]

1.008 (0.98-1.02) [25]
GS

Y

1.244 (1.09-1.42) [25]

2.18 (1.35-3.52) >7 [11]

1.475 (1.20-1.82) [25]

2.133 (1.42-3.20) [25]

2.3 (1.1-5.0)

23.5 (3.71-149) >7 [24]

2.2 (1.1-4.8)

1.37 (1.09-1.71) >7

2.92 (1.23-6.90) >7

3.31 (1.41-7.75) >7

[28]

[24]

[35]

1.61 (1.04-2.50) >7

3.45 (1.55–7.70) >8

[24]

[20]

[10]

1.61 (1.21-2.13) >7

2.59 (1.65-4.07) >7

1.50 (1.18–1.92) >7

[10]

[10]

[32]

2.23 (1.64-3.04) >7 [8]

2.75 (1.59-4.74) [8]

9.21 (1.03–88.60) >7

1.47(1.10-1.93

2.63 (1.52-4.56) >7 1.91 (1.33-2.74)

1.72 (1.15-2.56) >7

[20]

[30]

3.0 (1.4-6.8) [29]

3.31 (2.36-3.85) >6

2.9 (1.3-6.3) [34]

[23]

2.55(1.40-4.66) >7 [27]

2.12 (1.47-3.04) >7

3.83 (1.93-7.59) >7

[27]

[33]

1.54 (1.18-2.00) >7

3.66 (1.85-7.24) >7 [7]

[26]

2.07 (1.24–3.47) >7
[18]

N

2.1 (0.9-5) >pattern 3
[31]

1.07 (0.61–1.87) >7 [32]

1.53 (0.97-2.42) >7

1.16 (0.87-1.53

[28]

1.44 (0.51–4.08

pT

Y

1.511 (1.14-2.00)

1.959 (1.17-3.27)

5.977 (1.45-24.7)

>pT3a [25]

>pT3a [25]

>pT3b [25]

N

1.71(1.16-2.51)

2.16 (1.00-4.89) >pT3a

16.1 (1.77-159) >pT3b

>pT3a [24]

[24]

[24]

1.87 (1.17-2.99)

2.17 (1.18-3.99) >pT3b

3.43 (1.39-8.46) >T3a

>pT3b [10]

[10]

[20]

1.87 (1.11-2.04)

1.91 (1.12-3.25) >pT3b

>pT3a [23]

[33]

2.26 (1.37-3.72)

2.37 (1.15-4.88) >pT3a

>pT3a [26]

[7]

1.12 (0.87-1.46)

1.48 (0.81-2.73) >pT3a

0.57 (0.12-2.52) pT3b

1.55 (0.94-2

>pT3a [28]

[28]

[35]

>pT3b

0.91 (0.53-1.56) >T3a 1.57 (0.71-3.44) >pT3b

1.67 (0.97-2

1.33 (0.86-1.84)

PSM

Y

>pT3a [8]

[20]

[10]

>pT3b

1.45 (0.98-2.14)

1.69 (0.97-2.94) >pT3a

1.69 (0.91–3.15)

0.7 (0.25–1

>pT3a [30]

[8]

>pT3a [18]

>pT3a

1.351 (1.04-1.76) [25]

1.72 (1.04-2.85) [8]

1.96 (1.52-4.56) [10]

1.36 (1.09-1

1.39 (1.08-1.78) [28]

1.65(1.14-2.39) [27]

1.31 (1.07-1.59) [10]

2.11 (1.31-3.36) [33] 1.60 (1.21-2.12)

1.41 (1.15-1.73) [27]

1.9 (1.2-3.01) [7]

1.45 (1.11-1.89) [26]
N

1.43 (0.98-2.07) [30]

1.46 (0.83–2.56) [32]

1.006 (0.67-1.52) [25]

1.580 0.76–3.28 [25]

1.24 (0.85-1.80) [24]

1.31 (0.79-2.16) [11]

1.01 (0.61-1.67) [28]

1.75 (0.56-5.49) [24]

1.08 (0.52-2.27) [24]

0.92 (0.4-2.13) [35]

1.32 (0.98-1.79) [10]

1.5 (0.94-2.41) [11]

1.26 (0.93-1.71) [8]

1.22 (0.97-1

1.74 (0.61–4

1.13 (0.70–1.85) [18]
N positive nodes

Y

1.52 (1.06-2.13) >2

1.03 (1.01–1.05) [32]

1.110 (1.06-1.17) [25]

[28]

1.08 (1.04-1.11) [11]

1.66 (1.19-2.30) >2

1.44 (1.15-1.80) <2
[10]

1.137 (1.05-1.23) [25] 1.08 (1.03-1.13)
1.16 (1.09-1.24) [35]

[10] 1.75 (1.78-2.61)>2 [10]
2.54 (1.38-4.69) [8]

1.1 (1.05-1.16) [33]

2.61 (1.81-3.76) >2 [8]

1.12 (1.07-1.17) [7]

2.8 (1.99-3.93) >2 [26]

2.16 (1.32–3.52) >3
[18]

N

1.029 (0.99-1.07) [25]

1.5 (0.73-3.08) [28]

0.91 (0.60-1.36) [24]

0.82 (0.35-1.90) [24]

0.66 (0.13-3.39) [24]

0.88 (0.22-1.26) <3

1.26 (0.98-1.61

0.6 (0.16–4.08

[23]
1.45 (0.98-2.13) >1
[30]
N retrieved nodes

Y

N

0.93 (0.88-0.99) [35]

1.011 (1.00-1.03) [25]

0.997 (0.97-1.02) [25]

0.999 (0.95-1.06) [25] 1.00(0.99-1.02)

1.01 (1.00-1.02) [27]

1.01 (0.99-1.02) [20]

0.97 (0.94-1.01) [20]

1.00 (0.98-1.01) [10]

1.00 (0.99e1.02) [10]

1.00(0.98-1.02) [27]

1.011 (0.99-1

1.03 (0.96-1.05) [33] 1.00 (0.99-1.02)
1.00 (0.97-1.02) [10]

N density

Y

(positive/retrieved

2.01 (1.34-3.03)

4.01 p=0.001 [25]

4.71 p=0.014 [25]

>15% [30]

nodes)

3.14 (2.19-4.52) [23]
2.84 p=0.001 [25]
N

Y of surgery

Y
N

3.16 (1.70-5.89) [11]°°°
0.992 (0.91-1.09) [25]

1.047 (0.89-1.23) [25]

0.970 (0.73-1.29) [25] 0.99(0.97-1.02)

1.05 (1.0-1.1) [28]

0.97 (0.78-1.07) [28]

0.93 (0.84-1.02) 0.97 (0.94-1.01)

1.01 (1.00-1.03) [27]

[35]
1.99 (0.96-1.02)
[27]
0.95 (0.91-1.01)
[33]

Extranodal

Y

Diseases

Max node

N

1.29 (0.99-1.68) [26]

Y

2.4 (1.5-4.0) >10mm

metastasis
diameter

[29]

[29]

1.48 (1.16-1.89)

3.1 (1.4-7.2) >6mm

>10mm [26]

[34]

2.0 (1.3-3.2) >6mm
[34]
N

4.2 (2.0-8.9) >10mm 3.6 (1.8-7.2) >10

2.9 (1.4-6.1) >6

Node laterality

Y

(mono vs
bilateral)

Lymphovascular

N

3.21 (1.09-3.32) [23]

Y

1.9 (1.1-3.5) [31]

invasion in the
lymphnodes
N
PSA persistence

Y

8.34 (4.73–14.72) [32]

2.16 (1.63–2.86) [32]

(>0.1ng/mL postop)
N
Time to BCR

Y

NS [20]

N
Choline-PET

Y

3.45 (2.14-5.56) [20]

N
Site of
Recurrence
Skeletal

2.08 (1.04-4.49) [20]
7.43 (2.33-23.63) [11]

Visceral

4.22 (1.16-11.05) [20]
3.13 (1.36-7.22) [11]

Multiple vs single

1.97 (1.21-3.2) [11]

recurrence
Time to
recurrence (>5
years)

0.05 (0.02-0.10) [11]

Institution

N of
studies

San Raffaele Hospital n=11

Mayo Clinic

Martini Klinik

S

Bravi et al

2017

372

S

Bianchi et al

2016

319

S

Nini et al

2015

370

S

Abdollah et al

2015

315

M

Moschini et al

2016

1241

M

Abdollah et al

2014

1107

M

Abdollah et al

2014

1107

M

Touijer et al

2017

1388

M

Bianchi et al

2018

No patients*

M

Schiavina et al

2016

Unclear **

Passoni et al

2013

484

S

Moschini et al

2015

1011

S

Moschini et al

2015

1011

M

Moschini et al

2016

1241

M

Abdollah et al

2014

1107

M

Abdollah et al

2014

1107

M

Touijer et al

2017

1388

S

Mandel et al

2017

706

S

Tilki et al

2017

773

S

Mandel et al

2017

268

M

Passoni et al

2013

484

S

Touijer et al

2013

369

M

Touijer et al

2017

1388

S

Fleischman et

2009

102

2008

102

n=6

n=4

MSKCC

University of Bern

al
S

Other series not
including duplicates
S

Dorin et al

2012

150

S

Hofer et al

2006

211

S

Palapattu et al

2004

119

M

Cai et al

2009

124

M

Bianchi et al

2018

576

M

Messing

2006

98

M

Hussain

2018

162
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